Dear Parents,
We are happy to see our students (and our parents too!) so active on the Google Classrooms.
We hope you have tried your hand at accessing the curricular material shared with you in the
last week.
We observed that there were some common areas of confusion. Please find below the answers
for the same :
We have collected the printed worksheets from school. Should we start solving them on our
own?
No. You must have gone through the schedule email we sent you on Sunday. It is also accessible
through the Announcements Classroom. This weekly schedule email gives you the access to
various curricular material that will be required per period, per subject. If you prefer attending
live classes, then wait for the teacher to teach the worksheet and then solve it. If you would
rather study at your own pace, the email has teacher instructions for each period. You can listen
to it and solve the worksheets as per the given schedule.
But what if we have already solved them at home? Can we upload them all on the Classroom
for teachers' feedback?
It's great if you have already finished solving the worksheets. But you would have to upload
them as per the schedule given in the email and as per the assignments that are created per
period. You will have to upload the scanned homework as a reply to the relevant assignment. If
you put it up in the Classroom stream, the teacher will not be able to grade your work.
Do we solve the homework on blank sheets or in a notebook? What about the worksheets
that we have?
For Std. 1 to 5 students, everything can be solved on the worksheets itself. From Std. 6 onward,
you can use the blank sheets provided by the school. If you haven't collected those along with
the hard copies of the worksheet, you can use blank sheets available at home or solve the
homework in a notebook that you may have. We recommend you just keep everything together,
so that referring to them in the future becomes easy! The files that we have given you at the
start of the Unit should be used to file the worksheets per subject.
How do we scan the worksheets?
You can click a CLEAR picture of the worksheet and upload that. There are various free apps that
you can download to your phone and use for clicking / scanning pictures of the solved
worksheets. Do check that the photos you upload to the Classroom are not blurry and long

shots. The teachers need to be able to read what your child has written. You can also click
pictures without including any kind of background, so that there is improved clarity of the
actual worksheet text.
We uploaded the scanned copies of the worksheets. What do we do about the hard copies
that we have at home now?
File them! Do use the files given to you, to keep all your child's worksheets in order and
segregated per subject. It would be useful to them while studying for their exams or also for
future reference. Don't let your child's worksheets get mixed up or lost!
The assignments are ALL based on worksheets. But we cannot see any Drive link for
worksheets. We have also not collected the hard copies of the worksheets. How can we view
them, in this case?
In the weekly schedule email, you will be able to access a link per period, directing you to the
required worksheet. There is no common folder where you can access the entire unit's
worksheets. You will be able to access them only via the period specific links. We also
recommend you collect the hard copies from school, for your child's convenience!
Will there be homework everyday?
Homework will be specified in the relevant Google Classrooms. If you do not see a homework
assignment posted on the day, there is no homework for that day. Students may be reading the
chapter or learning concepts via a PowerPoint presentation. It is equally important that they
read through the chapters and revise concepts on the days that homework is not specified.
What if we need to refer to textbooks while studying or doing our homework?
The NCERT website link is posted in the Announcements Classroom. The textbook names and
how to access them are also mentioned.
From Std. 1 to 5, all study material is already covered on the worksheets. Only those textbooks
that would be required, are listed there. If you don't see a subject textbook mentioned, it
means you don't need to refer to that textbook at all.

